Motivation: Structural variation (SV) is an important class of genomic variations in human genomes. A number of SV detection algorithms based on high-throughput sequencing data have been developed, but they have various and often limited level of sensitivity, specificity and breakpoint resolution. Furthermore, since overlaps between predictions of algorithms are low, SV detection based on multiple algorithms, an often-used strategy in real applications, has little effect in improving the performance of SV detection. Results: We develop a computational tool called SVmine for further mining of SV predictions from multiple tools to improve the performance of SV detection. SVmine refines SV predictions by performing local realignment and assess quality of SV predictions based on likelihoods of the realignments. The local realignment is performed against a set of sequences constructed from the reference sequence near the candidate SV by incorporating nearby single nucleotide variations, insertions and deletions. A sandwich alignment algorithm is further used to improve the accuracy of breakpoint positions. We evaluate SVmine on a set of simulated data and real data and find that SVmine has superior sensitivity, specificity and breakpoint estimation accuracy. We also find that SVmine can significantly improve overlaps of SV predictions from other algorithms.
Introduction
Genomic variations that alter genome structure are called structural variations (SVs) (Weischenfeldt et al., 2013) . SVs include dosagealtering variations such as insertions and deletions, and dosageinvariant rearrangements such as inversions and translocations. SVs contribute to genetic differences among normal individuals (Mills et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2009) and may involve in various diseases including cancer (Ding et al., 2010; Lupski, 2007) . The highthroughput sequencing (HTS) technologies are now widely used for genomic variation detection including SV detection. SV detection algorithms based on HTS data mainly employ paired-end mapping (PEM) strategy and split read mapping (SRM) strategy (Xi et al., 2012) . Read depth methods are also widely used, but they can only detect copy number variations (Alkan et al., 2011; Xi et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2009) but not copy neutral variants.
Although a number of SV detection algorithms have been developed (Chen et al., 2009; Hart et al., 2013; Layer et al., 2014; Qi and Zhao, 2011; Quinlan et al., 2010; Rausch et al., 2012; Sindi et al., 2012; Zeitouni et al., 2010; Zhao and Zhao, 2015) , their performance is still limited. To make SV detection more accurate or more powerful, a frequently used strategy is to use multiple algorithms simultaneously and choose candidate SVs as those predicted by at least two or more algorithms. However, we observe that the overlaps between two algorithms are low and it thus would be too stringent to require a SV being called by at least two algorithms. Furthermore, since many algorithms are developed based on similar strategies, false SV predictions could be detected by two or more algorithms. Requiring a SV being called by two or more algorithms may not be so effective in filtering false predictions. In addition, many algorithms often have limited resolution for breakpoint estimation. Without exact breakpoint information, subsequent analyses such as functional impact evaluation would be difficult.
In this article, we develop an algorithm called SVmine for further mining of SV predictions from multiple algorithms to improve the sensitivity, specificity and breakpoint resolution of SV detection. SVmine employs a two-stage process to evaluate and refine SV predictions. The first stage is to perform quality evaluation and filters low quality SV predictions. This step is based on reconstruction of underlying true genomic sequences (we call these haplotypes) of the donor genome near SV breakpoints. A hidden Markov model (HMM) realignment algorithm is applied to short reads near the predicted SV to the reconstructed sequences, enabling SVmine to accurately assess the quality of SV predictions and effectively remove false positives. The second stage is to refine breakpoint positions of the high-quality SVs by performing precise 'sandwich' realignments of soft-clipped reads. Extensive simulation study shows that SVmine has superior performance compared with other algorithms. Application to the individual NA12878 from the 1000 Genome Project and 8 pairs of colorectal genomes also demonstrates that SVmine performs better.
Materials and methods

Overview
The overall workflow of SVmine is shown in Figure 1 . SVmine uses mapped paired-end reads in bam format and SV predictions from other algorithms as input. In addition to data sequenced from a single library, SVmine can also work with pooled data sequenced from multiple libraries with different insert sizes, as long as reads from different libraries are marked by the read group tag in the bam file. Given all SVs from different algorithms, SVmine first merges duplicate SV predictions to save computational time. This is achieved by clustering all SVs whose respective breakpoint distances are less than 350 bp away from each other. For any cluster of SVs, we randomly select one as a representative of the cluster for further SV refinement. Given such a candidate SV, SVmine takes upstream and downstream reference sequences of the candidate breakpoints as well as nearby SNVs/Indels to generate likely haplotypes of the donor genome. All discordant, soft-clipped and one-end unmapped paired-end reads in these two regions are collected and realigned with an HMM alignment algorithm to these haplotypes. To avoid false positives due to ambiguous mappings in repetitive regions, we require that all discordant reads and soft-clipped reads are uniquely mapped. SVmine calculates likelihoods for all haplotypes based on realignment of these reads. If the likelihood of the haplotypes without the SV is larger, SVmine classifies this SV as a false positive and filters it out. The remaining SVs are further analyzed for precise estimation of breakpoint positions based on a sandwich (Wu and Watanabe, 2005) realignment algorithm.
Generation of candidate haplotypes
Occurrence of SNVs/Indels could lead to erroneous mapping of short reads, resulting in false SV predictions ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Figure 2A shows the IGV-like view (Robinson et al., 2011) of reads from NA12878 in the region of chromosome Y:13349593-1334972. Short reads are aligned by BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009 ). The purple bars are discordant reads whose mates are mapped to chromosome 1, indicating that there might be a translocation between chromosome 1 and chromosome Y. As NA12878 is a female, such a translocation must be a false positive. We apply our realignment algorithm to these discordant reads and find that they actually can be mapped to chromosome 1 near their mates by introducing a small insertion (Fig. 2B) . These misalignments happen because there is a small insertion in the region of chromosome 1:143446544-143446744 and aligners often have limited performance in aligning reads with small Indels. To avoid false SV predictions due to misalignments, SVmine constructs haplotypes containing possible SNVs/Indels and performs accurate realignments of discordant short reads to these haplotypes.
Given a SV with its two estimated breakpoints, SVmine takes reference genome sequences near the two breakpoints and incorporates short reads mapped to these sequences to generate two sets of candidate haplotype sequences H 1 and H 2 corresponding to two breakpoints. SVmine first infers potential SNVs and Indels that are supported by at least two reads from nearby short reads. Our idea is to plug in the corresponding potential SNVs/Indels to the reference sequences to create a series of sequences. One of these sequences would be in close proximity to (ideally the same as) the DNA sequences of the donor genome. The realignments of the short reads in these regions to the 'true' sequence should get the highest alignment score compared with other sequences and helps us to filter false positives due to alignment errors. However, since the number of such haplotype sequences increases exponentially as the number of SNVs/ Indels increases, it would be computationally too expensive to construct all possible haplotypes. Therefore, we use the following procedure to generate haplotypes (Fig. 1B) . We treat SNVs and Indels differently since Indels are more likely to cause misalignments. Suppose that S 0 is the reference genome sequence near a break- (k i ¼ 0; 1; i ¼ 1; . . . 8). Denote this set of sequences H m . SVmine next uses sequences in H m and candidate Indels to create another set of sequences H. Suppose that there are n Indels in this region. In most cases, n is just 1. SVmine can create a new sequence from any S 2 H m by inserting this Indel to S. If there are more than one Indels, we consider all possible combinations of the Indels and insert them to sequences in H m (See Supplementary Material for details). The union of these newly generated sequences and the original sequences in H m are set as H. Lastly, using the above procedure, SVmine can create two sets of haplotypes H 1 and H 2 corresponding to the two breakpoints of a SV. Since we only require two reads supporting the potential SNVs/ Indels, some extracted SNVs/Indels can be false positives. However, instead of calling SNVs/Indels, our goal is to filter false SV predictions by performing local realignment. By introducing more SNVs/ Indels, we just construct more haplotypes. False SV predictions due to mapping errors can be more effectively removed by the local realignment with the SNV/Indel information. Furthermore, the constructed haplotype sequences may not be the true haplotypes. The reconstruction of true haplotypes in the sequenced cells is a difficult problem, especially for tumor data, and is out of the scope of this paper. Here, we only construct the haplotypes to aid precise local realignment.
SV quality evaluation by local HMM alignment
SVmine uses a pairwise local HMM alignment algorithm to realign the short reads near two breakpoints of a SV to haplotypes in H 1 and H 2 as created in the above section. The short reads are chosen as discordant read pairs ðR 1k ; R 2k Þ (k ¼ 1; . . . ; K) mapped to neighboring sequences of the two breakpoints. By comparing likelihoods of the alignments, SVmine can filter false SV predictions. Let a ¼ a 1 a 2 Á Á Á a l and b ¼ b 1 b 2 Á Á Á b m be two given sequences (a could be a read and b be a sequence in
alignment between a and b, where p k 2 fM; D; I; Eg with the state M being a match, D a deletion in a, I an insertion in a, and E denoting the end of the alignment (only p t can take the E value). Using a pairwise local HMM alignment algorithm similar to the classical pairwise HMM alignment algorithm (Durbin et al., 1998 ) (see Supplementary Text for details), we can obtain an alignment p a;b between a and b that maximizes the posterior Pðp j a; bÞ. In the following, we use Pða; bÞ ¼ Pðp a;b j a; bÞ. We give detailed description about how SVmine evaluates the quality of deletion predictions. Please see Supplementary Text for other types of SV predictions. Given a sequence a, we denote a þ and a À as itself and its reverse complement sequence, respectively. Let h j ðaÞ ¼ argmax P a; h ð Þ: h 2 H j gðj ¼ 1; 2Þ: È Note that given a read a, h j ðaÞ is the haplotype in H j such that the posterior Pða; hÞ is maximized (j ¼ 1; 2). Given a read pair ðR 1k ; R 2k Þ, if there is no SV, their mapping should be a concordant mapping. That is, one read of the read pair should be mapped to the positive strand of the reference genome, the other read should be mapped to the negative strand and their mapping distance should be around the insert size. A mapping is called discordant if these conditions are not satisfied. Let Given a breakpoint of a candidate SV, SVmine takes a DNA sequence in a window of the breakpoint from the reference genome and infers all possible SNVs/Indels in this window. The sequence is partitioned into eight subsequences (three subsequences in the plot). The inferred SNVs are then inserted to the subsequences to generate an initial set of haplotypes Hm. Note that if there are two or more SNVs in the same subsequences, SVmine inserts them simultaneously to the subsequence. Lastly, the inferred Indels are inserted to the sequences in H m to generate the final set of haplotypes H. (C) Sandwich realignment procedure. If short reads span a breakpoint of a SV (a deletion shown in the plot), aligners such as BWA would map these reads as soft-clipped reads (only a part of the read are mapped). SVmine takes two sequences in the reference genome near the two SV breakpoints and concatenates the two sequences as a long sequence. All soft-clipped reads near the two SV breakpoints are collected and sandwich realigned to the concatenated sequence. Breakpoints are inferred from the sandwich realignment. Note that aligners might occasionally mistakenly map reads not spanning SV breakpoints as soft-clipped reads (read R6 in the plot). Algorithms relying on soft-clipped mappings for breakpoint estimation would give false SV breakpoints. Based on the sandwich realignment, SVmine can correct these misalignments 
Note that p Ck corresponds to the largest posterior that the reads R 1k and R 2k are concordantly mapped to H 1 or H 2 , and p Dk corresponds to the largest posterior that one of R 1k and R 2k is mapped to H 1 and the reverse complement of the other read is mapped to H 2 . The posterior probabilities p Ck and p Dk represent evidences provided by the read pair ðR 1k ; R 2k Þ that the deletion is a false positive or a true positive, respectively. Denote
SVmine marks this SV as a false positive and filters it out; Otherwise, the SV is marked as a true SV and used for further analysis to precisely determine its breakpoint positions.
Note that in the above procedure, we first separately identify one best haplotype in 
has the best concordant and discordant mappings. The latter method requires evaluating Oðn
Þ. This is computationally more demanding than the method we use here, although it may provide more accurate mappings.
Precise breakpoint estimation by sandwich realignment
For the remaining SVs from the above filtering step, SVmine applies a sandwich realignment procedure to give more accurate breakpoint positions (Fig. 1C) . Giving a SV, SVmine takes neighboring sequences of the SV's both breakpoints and concatenates the two sequences as a long sequence. In this step, SVmine only considers soft-clipped reads near the breakpoints. Since there is a large gap in the locally constructed reference sequence, real soft-clipped reads across the breakpoint should be mapped across the gap and we use a sandwich realignment (Wu and Watanabe, 2005) procedure to achieve this. Sandwich realignment performs the aforementioned HMM alignment both starting from the 5 0 ends and from the 3 0 ends of short reads.
This allows SVmine utilize both the non-clipped and the clipped part of the short reads. In the sandwich realignment, we do not need to search for the best split position of the read. The HMM realignment algorithm will automatically determine two end-mapping positions (i.e. the state E in the above HMM alignment model). This feature makes sandwich realignment more robust to mutations near SV breakpoints and can provide more accurate breakpoint positions.
After sandwich alignment of all soft-clipped reads, SVmine filters likely incorrectly soft-clipped reads given by the aligner. The incorrectly soft-clipped reads are the soft-clipped reads whose two sandwich alignments are at the same side of the junction point (e.g. read R6 in Fig.  1C ). SVmine then clusters the remaining mappings into two clusters. One consists of mappings to the left side of the junction and the other to the right side. Finally, SVmine uses the medians of the end-mapping positions from both clusters as the predicted breakpoint positions.
Results
Simulation study
We compare SVmine with other available tools using simulation. Genomes are simulated using chromosome 2, 19-22 of the human reference genome (hg19) as templates and SVs are simulated using RSVSim (Bartenhagen and Dugas, 2013) . We also add 50,000 SNVs and 10,000 Indels to each simulated chromosome. The SNVs/Indels are randomly selected from the dbSNP (Sherry et al., 2010) and the 1000 Genome database (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015). Since SNVs and Indels often occur near SV breakpoints (Lupski and Stankiewicz, 2005) , we consider 6 different simulation scenarios (2 SNV rates Â 3 Indel probabilities near SV breakpoints). For each scenario, we generate 200 deletions, 200 inversions and 200 translocations. Then, we use ART (Huang et al., 2012) to simulate Illumina 100 bp paired-end reads and a mean insert size of 300 bp (SD 50 bp). For each genome, we simulate six datasets at coverage 5Â, 10Â, 20Â, 30Â, 40Â and 50Â. The simulated reads are then aligned with BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009 ) to the entire human genome hg19 and Samtools ) is used to sort the bam files and remove duplicate reads.
We compare SVmine with BreakDancer (Chen et al., 2009 ), Gasv-pro (Sindi et al., 2012) , Delly (Rausch et al., 2012) , Hydra (Quinlan et al., 2010) , SVdetect (Layer et al., 2014) , Softsearch (Yang et al., 2013) and SVmerge (Wong et al., 2010) . Many of these algorithms are widely used, even in large genome projects (Cancer Genome Atlas Research, 2013; The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015). We use SV predictions from the first six algorithms as the input of SVmine and further refine these SV predictions. The last algorithm SVmerge is also a consensus calling algorithm and we do not use its SV predictions as input of SVmine. All parameters of all algorithms are set as their default or recommended parameters. Exact choice of these parameters is given in the Supplementary Material. All simulation and real data analysis are performed on a Linux sever with 256 Gb memory and 4 8-core Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz processors. On 40Â simulation datasets, the average computation times of BreakDancer, Delly, GASV-pro, SVDetect, Hydra, SVmerge, SotfSearch, and SVmine are 1.5, 5, 3.5, 3, 6, 4.5, 3.2 and 4 h, respectively. The maximum memory usage on a 40Â dataset for SVmine is about 8 Gb. Figure 3 shows the sensitivities and false discovery rates (FDRs) of these algorithms with a SNV rate 0.1 and an Indel rate 0.2 (See Supplementary Figs. S2-S6 for other setups). Here we define a SV prediction as a true positive if the distances between the two detected breakpoints and two real breakpoints are <350 bp. Overall, SVmine has the highest sensitivity and the lowest FDR across all simulation scenarios and all coverage. For example, for the simulation setup with an SNV rate of 0.1 and an Indel rate of 0.2, the FDRs of SVmine are always close to 0 and its sensitivities are also higher than other algorithms. To further test the ability of SVmine for removing false positives, we compare the sensitivities and FDRs of these algorithms before and after applying SVmine. This analysis shows that SVmine is capable of keeping true SVs detected by these algorithms while effectively filtering false predictions ( Supplementary Figs. S7-S12) .
We next compare the breakpoint accuracy of each algorithm. Here, we only consider true SV predictions. Figure 4 shows the distances between detected and true breakpoints in the simulated dataset with an SNV rate 0.1 and an Indel rate 0.2 (see Supplementary  Figs . S13-S14 for other mutation/Indel rates). Once again, breakpoint predictions given by SVmine are closest to the true breakpoint positions. In most cases, the predicted breakpoint positions of SVmine are only up to a few base pairs away from the true breakpoint positions. Predictions from other algorithms are usually further away from the true breakpoint positions. Among them, as expected, methods only based on PEMs (BreakDancer, Hydra) have the lowest resolution. Methods combining PEM and read-depth information (GASV-Pro and SVdetect) can estimate breakpoint positions at the resolution of 10-150 bp. PEM-based methods coupled with split-read mapping (Delly, Softsearch and SVmine) are the most accurate methods. Their resolution is around a few base-pairs. In addition, for other methods, breakpoint accuracy is significantly affected by nearby SNVs/Indels (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. S13 and S14). For example, methods such as Delly and Softsearch can give very accurate breakpoint estimations when there is no mutation near SV breakpoint ( Supplementary Fig. S13 ), but their breakpoint accuracy significantly deteriorates when there are mutations near breakpoints. In comparison, SVmine can still give relative precise breakpoints when there are mutations nearby.
We further evaluate the performance of SVmine on calling heterozygous SVs as well as somatic SVs. To generate heterozygous SV data, we first generate a genome by adding SNVs/Indels to the reference genome. Based on this genome, we add 300 SVs with a SNV rate 0.1 and an Indel rate 0.2 to this genome and generate a new genome. Using these two genomes as template, we simulate 6 datasets at different coverage. All other simulate setups are the same as before. We again see that SVmine achieves the highest level of sensitivity and breakpoint accuracy and lowest FDR (Supplementary Fig.  S15 ). Compared with homozygous case, all algorithms have lower sensitivities at the same coverage. For example, at 50Â, the sensitivity of SVmine is only around 0.95 at the heterozygous case, but it is almost 1 at the homozygous case (Fig. 3) . This is because at the heterozygous case, the effective coverage is only about a half of the nominal coverage. The FDRs are similar to the homozygous case.
We simulate somatic SVs using BAMSurgeon (Ewing et al., 2015) based on the sequencing data of NA12878 from the 1000 Genome Project (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015). The NA12878 data were sequenced on the Illumina platform with a read length of 101 bp. The mean insert size is 320 bp with a standard deviation of 60 bp. The coverage of this dataset is $40Â. We first divide this data into two datasets of equal sizes. One data is treated as the normal data. We spike in somatic 750 SVs, including 250 deletions, 250 inversions and 250 translocations to the other data using BAMSurgeon. To call somatic SVs, we first call SVs for tumor and normal data separately. For the SVs called from the tumor data, those that are also detected in normal data are removed. The remaining tumor SVs are further filtered if there are at least two normal discordant reads supporting the SV. The resulting SVs are the called somatic SVs. The sensitivity, precision and median breakpoint accuracy of each algorithm are shown in Table 1 and SVmine achieve the highest sensitivity and precision. The breakpoint position given by SVmine is also the most accurate (Table 1, Supplementary Fig. S16 ).
Real data analysis
In this section, we compare the performance of SVmine with other algorithms on real datasets. We mainly consider two real datasets, the individual NA12878 as considered in the simulation study and a colorectal dataset (Bass et al., 2011) . The colorectal dataset consists of eight pairs of tumor/normal sequencing data. They are paired-end reads of 101 bp and the sequencing coverage is around 30Â for both tumor and normal data.
Comparison on the 1000 genome data
For SV predictions of NA12878, we first calculate prediction overlaps between any two sets SV predictions given by the six algorithms before and after applying SVmine (Fig. 5 ). Here we define that two SVs overlap if their breakpoints are <350 bp away from each other. In general, the overlaps before SVmine filtering are quite low, but after SVmine refinement, the overlaps are significantly improved. For example, common SVs detected by Softsearch and SVdetectu are only 7% of the SV predictions from SVdetect and it increases to 41% after SVmine filtering. We then compare SV predictions with the golden standard SV set in Mills et al. (2011) . Since the golden standard SV set are almost all deletions, we only consider deletion predictions. Since SVmine is designed for relatively large SVs (the distance of two breakpoints is more than mean insert size þ3 SD of insert sizes), we only consider large deletion predictions and large golden standard deletions. As in the simulation study, we define a SV prediction as a true positive if the distances between detected breakpoints and reported breakpoints by Mills et al. (2011) are <350 bp. Among all algorithms, SVmine has the highest recall (0.79) and precision (0.64) (Supplementary Table S1 ). Overall the precisions of these algorithms are relatively low, probably because many true deletions are not included in the golden standard set.
We further use the long reads (250 bp) data of the individual NA12878 available in the 1000 Genome Project to validate deletion predictions which are not in the golden standard deletions as well as other types of SV predictions. Given a candidate SV, we collect all discordant and soft-clipped long reads (if any) near two breakpoints of the SV. These reads are realigned to the reference sequences near the breakpoints. If the realignments of at least two long reads support this SV, the candidate SV is viewed as a true discovery. Table 2 shows the percentage of long-read-supported SV predictions of each algorithm. For SVmine predictions, 90% deletions (not in the golden standard set), 82% inversions and 76% translocations are supported by long reads, which are generally much higher than other algorithm's predictions.
Comparison on colorectal cancer data
In this section, we apply SVmine and other algorithms to the colorectal cancer data and compare their performances. The input of SVmine is also chosen as the union of SV predictions from the above six algorithms. Somatic SVs are called by filtering SVs called from tumor data against the ones from normal data. There are 338 validated deletions, inversions and translocations in Bass et al. (2011) . BreakDancer, Delly, GASVpro, Hydra Softsearch and SVdetect detect 65, 72, 81,80, 68 and 67% of these validated SVs, respectively. In comparison, SVmine detects 90% of these SVs (Supplementary  Table S2 ). If we use these validated SVs as the golden standard, SVmine has the lowest FDR across all algorithms considered (Supplementary Table S2 ). Since it is unlikely that the validated SVs contain all somatic SVs in these tumor data, the FDR estimates using the validated SVs as the golden standard would overestimate the true FDRs. SVmine detects all validated somatic gene fusions. For example, the breakpoints of the gene fusion VTI1A-TCF7L2 are located at chrom10:114220869 and chrom10:114760545. SVmine successfully detects this gene fusion and predicts its breakpoint exactly the same as the validated breakpoints (Fig. 6A) . Overlap analysis shows SVmine can increase overlaps between different algorithms by 10-20% (Fig. 6B and C) . Figure 6D shows the boxplots of distances between predicted and validated breakpoint positions. SVmine clearly provides the most accurate breakpoint predictions among all algorithms. 
Discussion
In this article, we develop a computational tool called SVmine for further mining of SV predictions from multiple SV detection tools to improve SV calls. The key step in improving specificity is the construction of local haplotypes by incorporating local genomic features and realignment of short reads to these haplotypes. The accuracy of breakpoint estimation is mainly achieved via sandwich realignment. The sandwich realignment is superior to soft-clipped mapping given by aligners because it can provide local optimal mapping based on an HMM alignment algorithm. In addition, unlike usual SRM methods, sandwich realignment does not explicitly search for the best split position of the read. Instead, it performs alignment from both directions and the end positions of the mappings are the candidate SV breakpoints. The two end positions in a read from the two directional mappings may not coincide. However, when there are micro-Indels at or near SV breakpoints, as is often observed in many SVs (Lupski and Stankiewicz, 2005; Yang et al., 2013) , the sandwich alignment can avoid the complexities caused by these Indels and hence could provide more precise breakpoints.
The main disadvantage of SVmine is that in order to maximize the sensitivity of SV detection, we have to first apply multiple SV detection algorithms to get a set of candidate SVs. This is time consuming, especially for high coverage WGS data. But we can ameliorate this problem by only applying a few algorithms with high sensitivity such as Delly and GASV-pro. The read length of current second generation sequencing data is still short ($150 bp). SVs locating in complex genomic regions such as repeat regions and segmental duplication regions are very difficult to detect with the short read data. With the development of third generation sequencing platforms such as Pacbio (Harris et al., 2008) platform, SVs in these complex regions could also be accurately detected (Wang et al., 2015) . The realignment strategy used by SVmine can also be generalized to Pacbio long read data.
